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Although Middle Persian apocalyptic texts were redacted during the Muslim 
era, they have rarely been used as historical sources for the early Islamic 
period. While the texts do not give detailed chronological information, they 
do present the Zoroastrian community's reflection on the conquest and the 
sectarian and political developments of that era. Further they present infor
mation that cannot be ascertained from other sources regarding the view of 
the native population of the plateau, especially the Zoroastrians. This is impor
tant, since there seems to have been a large number of Zoroastrians until the 
ninth and tenth centuries and it was only then that there appears to have been 
a high rate of conversion. 1 

What the apocalyptic texts predict is simply an internalization and the 
framing of current events, written by the author followed by an end of time 
scenario. When looking at the texts, at once it becomes clear that we are 
not dealing with apocalyptic stories but with contemporary political events 
embedded in this genre of semi-literary historical works. Apocalyptic litera
ture appears in situations of hardship and fear. This type of situation could 
emerge when the social organization, including access to central power is cut 
off and the group is jeopardized, especially when the cultural pattern of a 
society is at risk or in danger from an external force. 2 This holds true for 
the Zoroastrians when we would think of the Arab Niuslim conquest, the 
Abbasf revolution, sectarian revolts, and provincial uprisings as recorded in 
these texts. What needs to be done is to identifY these events within the texts, 
which would provide clues as to the view of the Zoroastrians regarding 
these events and their importance for that community. To demonstrate the 
usefulness of these texts, here it is intended to study three historical epi
sodes reflected in Niidclle Persian apocalyptic literature. The first, reflecting 

1 R. Bulliet, Conversion to Islam in the J\lledieval Period: an Essay in Quantitative History, Harvard 
University Press, (Massachusetts and London, England, 1979) 23. 

2 T. Olsson, "The Apocalyptic Activity. The Case of Jamasp Namag," Apoca{ypticism in the 
Mediterranean World and the Near East, ed. D. Hellholm, J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck) (Tubingen, 
1983) 31. 
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on the conquest of Iran in the seventh century and social and religious inter
action between the conquerors and the conquered; secondly the reaction of 
the Zoroastrian community to the Abbas! revolution and the downfall of the 
Marwan1s; and the thirdly, a sectarian revolt, namely that of the Khorramiyya 
which made a great impression on the priestly scribes of the Middle Persian 
texts. 

While we can guess as to how the Zoroastrian community would react 
to the Arab Muslim conquest of the Sasanian empire, in regard to the Abbas! 
revolution and sectarian revolts interesting information is gained. Although 
it has been the norm to see the Abbas! revolution and sectarian movements 
of the eastern caliphate, such as that of Babak Khorram-den in the early 
Islamic period as "national" uprisings against the Arab Muslim invaders, and 
the assertion of Iranian dynasties, the Middle Persian texts testify to the con
trary. The Zoroastrian "orthodoxy"3 for its part, detested such sectarian move
ments as Babak Khorram-den and the Surkh-Jamagan (Mul).ammira). The 
reason for this is simple, and that is that they were not "orthodox" Zoroastrians, 
and thus by their very nature would contribute to ag-denzh (evil religiosity) and 
ahlamoyzh (heresy) and in no possible way could they be beneficial to the reli
gion and community solidarity. Zoroastrian communal identity had already 
been formed under the Sasanians, and had been solidified in reaction to the 
Arab Muslim conquest. The redaction of most of the Middle Persian texts 
in the early Islamic period further solidified the teachings of the Zoroastrian 
religion for the community and the dwindling number of priests. What is 
important is that there are a good number of apocalyptic texts written in 
Middle Persian, and while the time predicted for the end of the 'world never 
arrived, the priests kept on copying them and some even translated them 
into New Persian until recent times. 

The parameters of information provided by apocalyptic texts have been 
enumerated by Paul]. Alexander.4 As he has noted, these sources can elab
orate or corroborate historical facts; they can reveal information regarding 
the reaction of groups to historical events, their judgments on the course of 
history, and finally their hopes and fears for the future. 5 The appearance of 
this genre of literature in the early Islamic period also reveals what Alexander 
calls "eschatological pressures."6 This is interesting in itself since it not only 
expresses the reaction of the Zoroastrians to historical events, but it also coin
cides with lVIuslim and other religious communities' apocalyptic expectations 

3 By orthodoxy here is meant the religion espoused by the redactors of the ninth and tenth 
century Middle Persian texts. 

4 Paul J. Alexander, "Medieval Apocalypses as Historical Sources," The American Historical 
Review, Vol. LXXIII, Number 4, April (1968), 997-1018. 

5 Alexander, ibid., 998. 
6 Alexander, ibid., 1002. 
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in this period. This may hint that the eighth and the ninth centuries were 
a period of extreme eschatological pressure. 

The basic structure of Zoroastrian apocalypticism in Middle Persian texts 
is that before the world becomes renovated, (Middle Persian) jrafa, for a time 
the world would go through certain hardships and disasters. 7 While there has 
been much discussion regarding the authenticity of Zoroastrian apocalyp
ticism, 8 the question that concerns us here is how these texts describe historical 
events, especially the early Islamic centuries.9 The texts present the future 
apocalyptic scenario by having Zoroaster, the prophet ask questions and 
Ohrmazd, God, give the answers. This method of dialogue, which has its 
precedents in the Avesta, gave more authority to these texts since it is the 
word of God that passed to the prophet. The Lord, Ohrmazd, recounts the 
eras of justice and hardships within the framework of Sasanian history and 
historiography. This means that history begins as enumerated in the sacred 
text, the Avesta, where it begins with the Sasanian's ancestors, the Pesdadians 
and Keyanians, the Iranian dynasties par excellence. 10 Then the focus shifts 
to the Sasanians, and then the Arab Muslim invasion and sectarian move
ments which is the ultimate era of disorder which brings about the end of 
world. This last epoch, the period of disorder, begins with the Arab Muslim 
conquest of the Iranian plateau. In the Jamasp Namag, king Wistaspa, the 
Keyanian sovereign asks his minister Jamasp to predict the future of Eran
fahr (the domain of the Iranians) and the answer is: 

Eran-sahr 6 tazfgan abesparend ud tazfgan 
bar roz nerogtar bawend ud sahr sahr fraz gfrand 

Iran will come to the Muslims and the Muslims will grow stronger daily 
and will seize (Iran) city by city. 11 

This episode presents the Arab Muslim encroachment onto the plateau, from 
province to province. vVe know that by the end of the Sasanian dynasty, 
because of the reforms of Kawad I and his son, Xusr6 I, the Dehgans and 
local governors had much power and that it was they who were the ones 

7 T. Daryaee, "Zoroastrian Eschatology According to Middle Persian Texts," Critique and 
Vzsion, An Ajghan Journal qf Politics, Culture & History, Vol. 1, Spring (1995), 5-23. 

8 For the latest study see N. Cohen, Cosmos, Chaos and the World to Come. The Ancient Roots 
qf Apocafyptic Faith, (New Haven and London, 1993). 

9 For a survey of the texts and the question of the authenticity of the texts see Mary Boyce, 
"On the Antiquity of Zoroastrian Apocalyptic," Bulletin qf School qf Oriental and African Studies, 
Vol. XLVII, Part i, (1984), 57-76. 

10 T. Daryaee, "Keyanid History or National History? The Nature of Sasanid Zoroastrian 
Historiography," Iranian Studies, Vol. 28, Numbers 3-4, Summer/Fall (1995), 129-141. 

11 Beside certain emendations see, Harold vV. Bailey, "To The Zamasp-Namak. I," Bulletin 
qf the Society qf Oriental and African Studies, Vol. VI, Part I, ( 1930), 55; G. Messina, Libra Apocalittico 
Persiano Ayatkiir I ,Zamiispzk, Ponti:ficio Istituto Biblico, (Rome, 1939), 66. 
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who made treaties with the Muslim conquerors and capitulated to pay (Middle 
Persian) gazzdag > (Arabic) ji.zya "poll-tax" in return for safety. Another passage 
in the Jamasp Namag illuminates this fact: 

pad abedad1h en Eran-sahr 6 dahibedan bar 1 garan rased 

because of lawlessness, this Iran will come as a heavy burden to the gov
ernors of the provinces. 12 

Of course their is nothing new in these texts as regards the conquest, but 
they do corroborate assumptions about the early Islamic conquests. What is 
more interesting is that the texts hint at the settlement and co-existence of 
the invaders which seems to have been a greater travesty in the opinion of the 
priestly writers. The same text describes the Arab Muslim settlement in the 
Iranian plateau in this manner (]iimiisp Namag 12-13): 

ud hamag Eran-sahr 6 clast 1 awesan dusmenan 
rased ud aneran ud Eran gumezihend ed6n ku er1h 
az aner1h paydag ne bawed an 1 er abaz anerlh estend 

and all of Iran will fall to the hands of those enemies, and non-Iranians 
and Iranians will be confounded in such a way that Iranianess will not be 
distinguishable from non-Iranianess, (and) those who are Iranians will turn 
back on non-Iranian ways. 13 

This is not unusual when considering how the conquered viewed the con
querors, and the text simply describes the taking of provinces one after 
another and the local governors having a difficult time controlling their 
provinces, and then the eventual settlement of the Arab Muslims which led 
to co-existence. 14 In another Middle Persian text, the Bundahifn, the account 
is more historical (Chapter XXXIII 20-22): 

ud ka xwaday1h 6 Yazdgird mad 20 sal xwaday1h kard adan 
taz1gan pad was marag1h 6 Eran dwaristhend Yazdgird pad 
karezar abag 6ysan ne skuftan 6 Xwarasan ud Turkestan sud 
asp ud mard ayar1h xwast usan an6h 6zad pus 1 Yazdgird 6 
Hindugan sud spah gund awurdan ud pes az amadan 6y 
X warasan 6zad ud an spah ud gund wisuft Eran-sahr pad 
taz1gan mand ud usan an 1 xwes dad ag-den1h rawagened was 
ewen 1 pesenagan wis6bened ud Den 1 Mazdesnan nizarened ud 
nisa s6yisn1h nisa nigan1h nisa xwarisn1h pad kard nihad ud az 
bundahisn gahan ta im r6z anag1h az en garantar ne mad ce 

12 Bailey, 56; Messina, 66. 
13 Bailey, 56; Messina, 67; Olsson, op. cit., 34. 
14 For relations between the Zoroastrians and the Muslims see]. Choksy, "Zoroastrians in 

Muslim Iran: Selected Problems of Coexistence and Interaction during the Early Medieval 
Period," Iranian Studies, 1987, 17-30; M. Morony, "The Conquerors and Conquered: Iran," 
Studies on the First Century qf Islamic Sociery, eel. G.H.A Juynboll, Carbondale and Edwardsville: 
Southern Illinois University Press, (1982), 73-88. 
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dflskunisn1h 6ysan ray niyaz ud aweran1h ud must kunisn1h ud wad 
dad1h wad den1h ray sej ud niyaz ud abar1g anag'fh mehman kard ested 

and when the rulership came to Yazdgerd (III), he n1led for 20 years, then 
the Arabs rushed with many numbers to Iran, Yazdgerd (III) was not able 
to battle them, (he) went to Xwarasan and Turkestan and asked for horses 
and men for assistance, he was killed there. The son of Y azdgerd went to 
India and brought an army (and) troops, and before arriving, he was killed 
in X warasan and that army and troops were destroyed, Iran was left to the 
Arabs and they have made that law of evil religion current, many customs 
of the ancients they destroyed and the religion of the Mazda worshipping 
religion was made feeble and they established the washing of the dead, 
burying the dead, and eating the dead. And from the primal creation of 
the material world till today, a heavier harm has not come, because of their 
evil behavior, misery and ruin and doing violence and evil law, evil religion, 
danger and misery and other harm has become accepted. 15 

This passage clearly demonstrates the socio-religious implications of the con
quest, where the natives see the Arabs bringing an evil religion, followed by 
the process of conversion. One could also note the choice of verbs used in 
this context. vVhen describing the Arab Muslim invasion, the verb commonly 
used is dwarist, meaning to "rush," which usually is reserved for demonic 
creatures in the Zoroastrian tradition. This is done since they are perceived 
to be from the lineage of Xefm (the demon of wrath). This epithet is not 
uniquely given to the Arab Muslims, but also to other non-Zoroastrian per
sonages which will be seen below as well. Thus through this processes the 
invaders are demonized and fitted within the Zoroastrian world view. In the 
scheme of apocalyptic vision, according to the :(and f Wahman Y asn, the next 
calamity is described as having been brought by people who have black 
clothing. This is in reference to the uprising of the Siyah Jamagan, the army 
of Abu J\!Iuslim Khurasan1: 

ek-sad ewenag ud hazar ewenag ud bewar ewenag 
dewan 1 wizard-wars 1 xesm-t6hmag az kustag 1 
Xwarasan an 1 nidom-t6hmag 6 Eran-sahr dwarend 
ul-grift drafS hend sya zen barend ud wars wizard 
6 pust darend ud xwurdag ud nidom-bun1g ner6g
kar-zanisn pesyar-wis hend 

one hundred kinds one thousand kinds and innumerable kinds of demons 
with disheveled hair, from the lineage of Xesm (wrath) from the district of 
Khurasan, those of low lineage will rush to Iran, they will have raised ban
ners, will wear black armor and have hair parted on their back and will 
be mean and low in origin and of mighty blows and piss venom. 16 

15 The translation is based on the three Bundahisn manuscripts, DH, TD 1, and TD2, other
wise see, B.T. Anklesaria, Zand-Akas'ih, Iranian or Greater Bundahifn, (Bombay, 1956), 277-279; 
M. Bahar, Bondahef, Tus Publishers, (Tehran, 1369), 141. 

16 The translation is based on the two Zand 1 Wahman Yasn manuscripts. DH, and TD2, 
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The color black clearly has been identified with the Abbasi movement and 
propaganda and other messianic movements, although the text can be referring 
to several other episodes. Mter the death of Zayd b. cAli and his son in 743, 
the Shica of Khurasan wore black garments, and also Khidas, who was the 
Abbasf emissary, who later was accused of following the ideas of Khorram
densY More importantly, however, the black banners have been identified 
with the Abbasf cause. 18 Abu Muslim in 746-747 received from the imam 
the standard, lewa-ye z;ell, and banner, riiyat-e sehab, and propagated the cAbbasi 
da'wa, and his followers wore black garments. 19 The Middle Persian apocalyp
tic texts appear to refer to the coming of Abu l\!Iuslim Khurasanf and the 
rise of the Abbasf revolution when discussing the people with black banners 
appearing from the east. 20 What is interesting is the way the Zoroastrians 
view the rise of this Muslim folk-hero who became a legend and about whom 
stories were composed. 21 In these texts, Abu Muslim's campaign is seen as 
a travesty, which is contrary to some notions that the non-Arab inhabitants 
of the plateau were pleased to see a balanced rule by the Muslim caliphate 
based on the equality of Arabs and non-Arabs. Contrary to the l\!Iuslim 
apocalyptic accounts of this event, the Mahdf neither came, nor did it have 
a positive consequence. For the Muslims, the J\1ahdf would appear after the 
coming of the people who wore black (Ibn Khaldun: Vol. II, p. 184): 

The black banners shall come from the east and kill you as men have never 
been killed before, then Allah's caliph, the mahdf, shall come; when you 
see him you shall do homage to him even if you shall have to creep on 
the snow.22 

What is also noteworthy is the class and race consciousness of the Zoroastrian 
writers, i.e., calling Abu Muslim of "low origin." Not only is he thought of 

otherwise see, B.T. Anklesaria, ,(andi-z Vohuman Yasn and Two Pahlavi Fragments, (Bombay, 1957), 
17 -18; and the best and latest translation, Carlo G. Cereti, The ,(and z Wahman Yasn, A 
Zoroastrian Apocalypse, Istituto Italiano per il Medio eel Estremo Oriente, (Rome, 1995) 
chapter 4.2, 153. 

17 M. Sharon, "Khidas," Encyclopaedia cif Islam, (Leiden, 1986), 1-3. 
18

]. David-Weill, "cAlam," The Encyclopaedia cif Islam, (Leiden, 1960), 349. 
19 G.H. Yusofi, "Abu Moslem cAbd-al-Rahman b. Moslem Korasanf," Encyclopaedia lranica, 

(London, 1985), 341; See Amoreti, "Sects and heresies," The Cambridge History cif Iran, Vol. 4, 
eel. R.N. Frye, Cambridge University Press, (Massachusetts, 1975), 513. 

20 Ph. Gignoux, "Nouveaux regards sur l'apocalyptique iranienne," Acadbnie de inscriptions & 
Belles-Lettres, (Paris, Avril:Juin 1986), 339-340; "Sur }'inexistence d'un Bahman Yasht avestique," 
Journal cif Asian and African Studies, No. 21 (Tokyo, 1986), 59; "Apocalypses et voyages extra
terrestres dans l'iran mazdeen," Apocafypses et voyages dans l'au-dela, eel. C. Kappler, (Paris, 1987), 
359. 

21 I. Meliko:ff, Abu J\1uslim le "porte-hache" du khorassan dans la tradition epique Turco-lranienne, 
Librairie d'amerique et d'orient, (Paris, 1962). 

22 H. Ringgren, "Some Religious Aspects of the Caliphate," The Sacral Kingship, Contributions 
to the Central Theme of the VIIIth International Congress for the History of Religions, (Rome, 
April 1955), EJ. Brill, (Leiden, 1959), 734. 
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"low origin" but also bun ni paydiig, of "unknown origin."23 This, of course 
does not help us as to the origin of this famous personage, but only indi
cates that the Zoroastrian writers did not care about his origin and only that 
he was detrimental for their community. In the Middle Persian apocalyptic 
texts, the Khurasani army is accused of burning down and destroying prop
erties and cities and fire temples of the Zoroastrian community. The ]iimiisp 
Niimag describes the events thus: 

pas axezed an dar X warasan zamfg xwurdag ud abaydag 
mard-e abag was mard6m asp sar f nezag 1 tez ud sahr 
pad ceragrh 6 padxsay1h 1 xwes kard bawed xwad miyan 1 
padaxsay1h awem ud abaydag bawed padaxsay1h hamag 
az Eranagan sawed 6 an-eran rased 

Then will rise in the land of Khurasan a lowly and obscure man, with 
many men and horse(s) and sharp pointed spears, and he will take over 
and rule and make the land his own. In the midst of his rule, he will be 
destroyed and pass out of sight. The whole rule will pass from the Iranians 
to the non-Iranians. 2'1 

The idea that Abu Muslim may be of Iranian origin is suggested in these 
texts because it is stated that he will come to piidaxfiiyzh, "rule" or "sover
eignty," and that this piidaxfiiyzh will then pass on to non-Iranians. We should 
also take into consideration another possibility in regard to the ethnicity of 
the supporters of the revolt against the Marwanis. While it is known that the 
Abbasis wore black as opposed to the Umayyids who wore white, this tradi
tion does not precede the Abbasi caliphate and may be Abbasi propaganda. 25 

Further, there is little evidence that the Abbasis had black banners them
selves. H. Ringgren has voiced another possibility, based on G. Widengren's 
suggestion, that the color black represents the Iranian peasantry and that of 
the Mannerbund, or "men's society," and the banner was connected to the 
ideology of the lVIannerbund. According to Abu Hanifah al-Dinawar1, those 
who had gathered around Abu Muslim were dressed in black and carrying 
kiifirkubiits, i.e., "clubs" for slaying the unbelievers which was characteristic 
of the Iranian society.26 We should take note, however, that while it is true 
that in the traditional Indo-European society, black represented the color of 
the peasantry, in Iran the color blue was connected with the peasantryY 

In the later Persian Zoroastrian texts of the medieval period, Abu Muslim 

23 ,(and f Wahman Jaft, Chapter 4.5-8, 153. 
24 Bailey, "To The Zamasp-Namak. II," Bulletin if the Society if the Oriental and African Studies, 

Vol. VI (1930), 581; Messina, op. cit., 70. 
25 H. Ringgren, op. cit., 743-744. 
26 H. Ringgren, op. cit., 744. 
27 G. Dumezil, L'ideologie tripartie des lndo-Europeens, (Bruxelles, 1958), 26; L. Gerschel, "Couleur 

et teinture chez divers peuples indo-europeens," Annales, Mai:Juin (Paris, 1966), 631. 
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Is also detested and given a demonic lineage. In the :(arduft Name, Abu 
Nl uslim is given the following characteristics ( 1346-134 7): 

bowad padesahf-ye an dew ken ka den f behf ra zanad bar zamin 
siyah jame darand darwes u tang jahan karde az xes be nam u nang 

It will be rulership of that wrathful demon, who strikes down the good reli
gion; they have black clothing and are poor and weak, they have made the 
world nameless and low. 

What the Middle Persian texts reveal is that we must abandon the idea 
regarding the connection between Abu Muslim and Zoroastrianism. Although 
Yusofi does not subscribe to such a belief, he has stated that this idea has 
been encouraged by the fact that Abu Muslim crushed Zoroastrian sectarian 
movements, such as those of Behafrfd, thus he must have been beneficial 
for the "orthodox" Zoroastrianism. 28 Whatever we may think of Abu Muslim's 
relation with the non-Arab population, what was important for the Zoro
astrian community was the non-Zoroastrianess of Abu Muslim and so the 
dangers that he may pose to that community. 

The third apocalyptic episode under discussion has to do with a sectarian 
or heretical movement, namely that of Babak Khorram-den and his follow
ers. It has been assumed that "The Khorramiyya represented Persian national 
sentiments looking forward to a restoration of Persian sovereign rule in con
trast to the universalist religious tendencies of Manichaeism."29 But for the 
Persian community what Babak and his movement meant is a different ques
tion, since by then religious communal identity had become the main mode 
of one's identification. Spuler was correct in stating that while there may have 
been national and social undercurrents, the indigenous sources are silent 
about this assumption of the restoration of Persian sovereignty.30 The Middle 
Persian apocalyptic sources make clear of the danger of Babak and take a dim 
view of the Khorramiyya. The ninth century encyclopedic text, the Bundahifn 
(Chapter XXXIII 23-24) states: 

pad den gowed ku dus-padaxsayfh oysan sar 
kamed budan groh-e ayand suxr nisan suxr 
drafS ud Pars rostagfha f Eran-sahr ta 6 Babfl 
gfrand oysan tazfgan nfzar kunind 

In the religion it is said that their evil rule will come to an end. A group 
will come, with red signs, red banners and will capture from Fars (and) the 
districts of Iran to Babylon. They will weaken the Arabs. 

28 Ynsofi, op. cit., 343. 
29 W. Macllung, Religious Trends in Earfy Islamic Iran, ed. E. Yarshater, No. 4, (Costa Mesa, 

1988), 2. 
30 B. Spu1er, The Age qf the Caliphs, (Princeton, 1995), 55. 
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Here we have an army which has been identified as non Arab, i.e., Iranian 
which will kill the Tazfgan i.e., Muslims.31 Even this act was not perceived 
as contributing to the cause of the Zoroastrian community. It is clear that 
heresy was deemed dangerous and so it can not be looked upon as any
thing positive, even thought the communities adversaries were being annihi
lated. But what the apocalyptic Middle Persian texts can tell us is in regard 
to specific events which can demonstrate the intensity of certain episodes in 
the medieval period. The Middle Persian apocalyptic text, the ,Zand f Wahman 
Yasn, also gives an account of the Khorramiyya, 32 which appears very much 
the same as the above report of the Bundahifn. This report, however, is actu
ally different from that of the Bundahifn, which has not been noticed before, 
and as the result of confusion over the substance of the text a disagreement 
has arisen. In this episode, in the ,Zand Wahman Yasn the Khorramiyya are 
grouped with the Byzantines and are considered to be from the lineage of 
the demon Xefm (Chapter VI 3-5): 

pas az nisanag 1 sya padixsay1h 0 awesan xesm-t6hmagan 
az sarman dehan druz 1 sedasp [1] kil1sayfg (had Mahwindad 
guft ku Hromayfg bawend ud rosan guft ku suxr kulah ud 
suxr zen ud suxr dra:fS bawend had ka daxsag f awesan bawed ... ) 
ek sadganag ud ek hazarganag ud bewarganag bawend druz 1 
sedasp [f] kilfsay1g dra:fS f suxr darend usan rawisn was tazend 
o en Eran dehan 1 man Ohrmazd dad ta Arang bar (had bnd ke frat 
rod guft) ta o Yonan 1 Asurestan manisn (had Yonan saxt-amar us 
asilr1g manisn1h ed ku mardom r Asurfg padis manend) ud an 1 
awesan nisenag) (had bud ke gilistag r dewan guft). 

after the black sign rulership will go to those of the seed of Xesm (that is, 
Mahwindad said that they will be Hromayfg and Rosan said that they will 
have red caps, red armor and red banners. That is when it will be their 
sign) . . . a hundred, a thousand, a myriad will be the demons of Sedasp f 
Kil1say1g, they will have red banners and movement they will pour in great 
numbers into these Iranian lands which I, Ohrmazd have created up to the 
banks of the Arang (that is, there was one who said, "River Frat") as far 

31 H.H. Schaeder's hypothesis is still the best explanation for the origin of the word. Accord
ing to him Middle Persian Taz1g is based on the name of the Arab tribe of Taiyi', "Tiirkische 
Namen der !ranier," Die Welt des Islam, (Berlin, 1941), 1-32; J. Tavadia review of P.B. Vachh: 
Firdousi and the Shahnama, A Study of the Great Persian Epic of the Homer of the East, 
:(eitschrijt der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschojt, Band 102, Heft 2, (1952), 384; For a review 
of the different hypoteses regarding Taz1g see the excellent article by W. Sundermann, "An 
Early Attestation of the Name of the Tajiks," .N!edioiranica, Proceedings if the International Colloquium 
organized by the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.from the 21th to the 23 if Mqy 1990, eds. W. Skalmowski & 
A. Van Tongerloo, Uitgeverij Peeters, (Leuven, 1993), 163-172. 

32 Ph. Gignoux, "Nouveaux regards sur l'apocalyptique iranienne," Acadbnie de inscriptions & 
Belles Lettres, Avril-juin (Paris, 1986), 340; "Sur !'inexistence d'un Bahman Yasht avestique," 
Journal if Asian and African Studies, No. 32, (Tokyo, 1986), 61; "Apocalypses et voyages extra
terrestres dans l'iran mazdeen," Apocafypses et voyages dans l'au-dela, ed. C. Kappler, (Paris, 1987), 
359-360. 
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as the Greeks dwelling in Asurestan (that is the Greeks who are hard to 
count, its nature of being the residence of the Asurig is explained by the 
fact that Asurig men dwell in it) and to their residence (that is there is one 
who said "The dwelling of the dews").33 

Gignoux had identified the wearers of the red caps and red banners in this 
episode as the followers of Babak Khorram-den and their revolt. The problem 
is that the evidence demonstrates that they wear red caps and hold a red 
banner, but are moving from the West, i.e., Byzantium. Cereti, in his trans
lation of the ,Zand f Wahman Yasn did not accept Gignoux's suggestion, exactly 
based on this point. He also questioned Gignoux's assumption based on epi
thet of kilfsiiyfg "Christian," of these people which he thought did not match 
with Babak and his followers. Thus Cereti exclaimed that they could not be 
the Khorramiyya and that the text was describing the Byzantines.34 The text 
clearly states that these men were coming from the west, and came up to the 
Euphrates river. The text uses sarmiin dehiin, Avestan sairinam dalryunam, Greek 
sarames for their location. In the Iranian tradition, Salm, the eldest son Faraidfm, 
was given the region of Rome to rule (Pahlavi Texts 25.5): 

az frazandan I Fredon Salm ke kiswar I Hrom 
ud Tuc ke Turkestan pad xwadayih clast Erij 
Eran dahibed bud us be 6zad 

From the offspring's of Fredun, Salm who (ruled) the land of Rome and 
Tuc who ruled Turkestan, they killed Erij who was the ruler of Iran.35 

In the Bundahifn there is a gloss which states sarm deh ast hrom "the country 
of Sarm is Rome."36 The thirteenth century Zoroastrian Persian text, the 
,Zarduft-niime also confirms the story that these people were known as wearing 
red and coming from the vVest (ZN 94.1448): 

bedangah beyayad sepahi ze rum bad andes u bad fel u napak u sum 
aba jame surx u ba surx zen yekayek be kerdar dew la (en 

then an army will come from Rome, with bad thoughts, bad deeds, unclean 
and sinister, their clothing red and with red armor each one acts like the 
damned demon. 

Gignoux believed that since this group advanced to Mesopotamia and were 
in the Iranian plateau, they should be identified as the Khorramiyya because 
this is precisely their geographicallimitY Now we can reject this assumption, 

33 Anklesaria, op. cit., 45-47; Cereti, op. cit., 160. 
34 Cereti, ibid., 199. 
35 T. Daryaee, "Segaftj wa bmjestegj-ye Sfstan: Matni be zaban-e Pahlavf (The Wonders 

and Worthiness of Sfstan: A Pahlavi Text)," lranshenasi, Vol. VIII, No. 3, (1996), 536 & 542. 
36 TD1 43v.9; TD2 106.15; DH 188v. 
37 Ph. Gignoux, Sur !'inexistence, 61; Nouveau regard, 340. 
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since it has been made clear through the Middle Persian and New Persian 
texts that the direction of the movement of these men was from the West, 
i.e., Byzantium to the East. This certainly was not the traditional location of 
the Khorramiyya's activity. Cereti's rejection of Gignoux's identification of 
these men with the Khorramiyya should also be questioned, since the color 
red was the color of that group, and the historical texts support this fact. 38 

We can find the answer to this puzzle in the Muslim accounts of the 
ninth century. Al-Tabar! tells us that when the Caliph's forces had put Babak 
on the defensive in year 837-838 A.D., Babak had written a letter to 
Theophilus, the Byzantine emperor, in which he had instigated the emperor 
to invade the caliphate, and so the emperor with one hundred thousand 
men had reached Zibatrah in Syria. Within his army he had a group of 
mubammirah who had revolted in the Jibal and then had joined the emperor 
after Ishaq b. Ibrahfm b. Muscab had fought with them.39 This is quite pos
sibly the origin of the :(and f Wahman Yasn's account, since al-Tabarf also 
confirms the fact that there were a large number of Khorramiyya in al:Jibal 
(Mah) who had come together in Hamadan. The Caliph al-Muctasim had 
sent Ishaq b. Ibrahfm b. Muscab, the new governor of al-Jibal in 833-834 
to battle them. The Khorramiyya had been defeated and some sixty thou
sand of them killed, the rest had fled to Byzantium.40 Mascudf in recounting 
the Byzantine emperors, mentions Theophilus as the forty third emperor and 
the one who had taken Zibatrah, the famous city and fortress. This historian 
tells us that it was Afshfu, the famous general, who had confronted Theophilus 
and that the Khorramiyya who were in Theophilus' entourage had kept him 
safe from total defeat. He states the number of the mubammirah were in the 
thousands. '11 

The gloss in the :(and f Wahman Yasn may suggest that the text is referring 
to this battle in the ninth century. The gloss indicates the importance of that 
location, had bud ke Frat rod gzift "there was one who said, (up to) the river 
Furat/Euphrates." The city of Zibatrah is located at the head of the Euphrates 
river or known as Furat al-Sam in Syria. 42 The Khorram-den's demonization is 
no surprise since they were connected with the Mazdakites who did not repre
sent the "high church of orthodox Zoroastrianism" but the Low Church, and 
were the popular religious tradition.43 The Byzantine and the Khorramiyya 

38 G.H. Saclighi, Les mouvements religieux iraniens au Illeme et au Illieme siecles de l'hegire, (Paris, 
1938), 1 08; B. Scarcia Arnoretti, "Sects and Heresies," The Cambridge History if Iran, Vol. IV, 
eel. R.N. Frye, (Cambridge, 1975), 514. 

39 Al-Tabari, Ta,rfkh al-rusul wa-al-mulilk, The Events of Year 223, (New York, 1991), 95. 
40 Ibid., The Events of the Year 218, 3. 
41 Kitab al-tanbzh wa-al-ishraj, (Tehran, 1986), 152-153. 
42 Le Strange, The Lands if the Eastern Caliphate, (Tehran, 1985), 128-129. 
43 Maclelung, op. cit., 2. 
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invasion of the Caliphate seems to have made such an important impression 
on the population of the Near East that the news traveled quickly and caused 
havoc. The Persian version of the Wahman Yasn gives the location of the 
confrontation at the banks of the river Euphrates as weli.44 The battle seems 
to have been so bloody that it became a well known episode in history: "So 
many men and animals will be killed that the girths of the horses will be 
besmeared with the blood of men. The river Euphrates will turn red and 
the cloud will take up this (red) water and carry it to the sky, and it will 
rain red hail in the world. "45 

The Zoroastrian priests in Fars inserted this episode in the text, feeling 
the eminent danger. What seemed apocalyptic in scope was inserted in the 
texts, and the battle at Zibatrah seems to have had apocalyptic proportions. 
This is confirmed by Muslim attestation of the horror that followed the battle 
afterwards where by the order of the Byzantine emperor, Muslim men were 
blinded with hot iron and their ears and noses were cut o:ff.46 It was reported 
that the calamity was so great that refugees came as far as Iraq and that 
the Caliph al-Mucta~im prepared for battle at once.47 The news certainly 
had reached Fars as well, where the Zoroastrian priests took this as the emi
nent coming of the end. While Gignoux was correct to identifY them as the 
Khorramiyya, he misread their direction. Cereti, while correctly reading the 
text, came to a wrong conclusion. The Khorramiyya were much more mo
bile, especially after their defeat at the hands of the caliph and were devas
tating not only for the caliphate, but also the Zoroastrian community. 

This brief review of the Middle Persian apocalyptic texts should encourage 
the historians of Islamic history to utilize these sources as complementary to 
those of the Arabic, Persian, Armenian, Syriac, and Greek sources used for 
insights into the psyche of a beleaguered community which was facing a tide 
of conversion in the ninth and the tenth centuries and had been devastated 
by the Arab Muslim conquest, Abu Muslim's military action, and the Khorram
dens. The importance of these sources are that they present the Zoroastrian 
view as to how history was unfolding and nearing the end in the medieval 
period. Because they were written from a communal perspective, they can 
give answers or help to give answers to the many issues which preoccupy 
the historians of medieval Islamic history and demonstrate the reaction of 
other religious communities in the Near East. 

44 The Persian Rivayats if Honnazyar Faramarz and Others, ed. B.N. Dhabhar, (Bombay, 1932), 
479. 

45 Ibid., 479. 
'f6 al-Tabar!, 93. 
47 al-Tabar!, 95. 
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